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you bearing in mind to read!

Field & Stream Penguin
Vital to businesses of all types, the fields of advertising,
marketing and branding are covered in-depth in this
important volume, from advertising on radio and television
to direct mail, from online advertising to branding and
public relations to paid search inclusion. Analysis of
trends, globalization, technologies, finances and more.
This carefully-researched book covers exciting trends in
such areas as advertising agencies, marketing
consultants, online advertising, branding strategies, global
markets and more. This reference tool includes thorough
market analysis as well as our highly respected trends
analysis. Youll find a complete overview, industry analysis
and market research report in one superb, value-priced
package. It contains thousands of contacts for business
and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites
and other resources.This book also includes statistical
tables, an industry glossary and thorough indexes. The
corporate profiles section of the book includes our
proprietary, in-depth profiles of 334 leading companies in
all facets of the advertising, branding and marketing
industry. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot
companies that are making news today, the largest, most
successful corporations in the business. Purchasers of
either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of
the company profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key
word search and export of key information, addresses,
phone numbers and executive names with titles for every
company profiled.
Plunkett's Advertising & Branding Industry Almanac 2006: Your Complete
Guide to All Facets of the Business of Advertising, Marketing and Branding
Penguin
This top-selling reference guide has been revised and updated throughout to
reflect the latest information for U.S. airmen.

Cruising World Peng Tong
Hg2 New York turns its stylish focus on the 'City That Never
Sleeps’, unravelling this, at times, confusing world where high
fashion and high finance collide in an exciting whirl of new trends,
new places and new looks. Crunching through the Big Apple to weed
out the pips, Hg2 takes readers off the timeworn tourist trail and into
the most stylish, hip and original locations; from Downtown boutique
hotels with a buzzing bar scene to grand-dame favourites on the
Park; haute-cuisine temples of gastronomy to laid-back lunch spots or
the latest see-and-be-seen fusion restaurant; chic bars serving perfect
Martini’s to hidden speakeasies on the Lower East Side and clubs
for every mood. The scale and enormosity of the city makes it
difficult to tackle for residents and visitors alike. Hg2 New York
provides an effective filter in bringing the readers the best of such a
diverse city and taking you to truly the most interesting places in
town.
Hearings Plunkett Research, Ltd.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to
improve their technology and their world. The core belief that
Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be
better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will
help make it better.
Cruising World A Hedonist's guide to...
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports
magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great
stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while
honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have
passed down for generations.
Popular Mechanics Polyester Press
Veronica Mars meets Star Trek In this humorous
mashup of cozy mystery, science fiction, and space
adventure. National bestselling author Diane Vallere
sends you out of this world alongside the uniform
lieutenant on an intergalactic cruise with and a dead
body and plenty of suspects! SET PHASERS TO COZY!
I had no business being here (unless you count
aspirations and dreams). The career that once felt
within my reach—cruise ship security—disappeared the

day my dad was arrested for collusion with some shady
people. Since then, I've been running the ice mine
(begrudgingly) for my mom, both of us social pariahs in
our community. But everything changed when the cruise
ship's uniform lieutenant position opened up days before
departure. It might sound shady, but I immediately
uploaded bogus credentials onto the crew manifest to
give me the job. Now to just lay low, do my job, and
impress the captain. My plan was fine. Or, it would have
been if I hadn't found a body in the uniform inventory
closet after departure. Reporting it meant drawing
attention to myself, the very opposite of laying low.
When the head of security showed up to investigate, he
threw me into the cruise ship's holding cell and my
onboard status shifted from staff to prisoner. If I can’t
expose the killer myself, I'll be bunking with my dad at
the local space prison. Get ready for an extraterrestrial
adventure that will have you on the edge of your seat
with MURDER ON A MOON TREK! In this mind-bending
outer space cozy mystery, follow the journey of Sylvia
Stryker, a witty and unconventional half-human, half-
alien hybrid, as she hacks her way into a job as uniform
lieutenant aboard the Moon Unit, a luxurious space
cruise ship traversing the starry expanse of the with her
striking purple complexion and a knack for all things
tech, is determined to prove her worth. But her
aspirations take an unexpected turn when a crew
member is found lifeless, and Sylvia becomes the prime
suspect in the murder. With her future on the line, she
must rely on her quick thinking and formidable hacking
skills to unravel the Neptune, the hunky and enigmatic
head of security aboard the Moon Unit who might be her
biggest ally—if he'd stop trying to lock her away in the
ship's holding cell. Adding to the mix is Sylvia's
insufferably nasty boss and a stowaway alien with an
insatiable curiosity. As Sylvia navigates the maze of
clues and suspects, she must confront her own
insecurities and prove that her purple skin doesn't define
her worth. Can she uncover the truth behind the murder
before the real culprit strikes again? In MURDER ON A
MOON TREK author Diane Vallere weaves a captivating
tale of intergalactic intrigue that will keep you guessing
until the final page. With a cast of vibrant characters,
including the ever-doomed "red shirts" and the
mischievous Martians, this outer space cozy mystery is a
delightful blend of humor, suspense, and otherworldly
charm. Brace yourself for a cosmic adventure unlike any
other! Previously published as FLY ME TO THE MOON.
“Although I like to watch sci-fi, I'm not much into reading
it, with a few exceptions. This book was one of those
exceptions. It's as if Star Trek married a cozy...very well
done! Read and enjoy!” – Reader "This is where Diane
Vallere shines -- giving you the unexpected and yet
exactly what you didn't even know you wanted. A galaxy
of stars to the author!” -- Reader Read the whole Sylvia
Stryker series today! 1. Murder on a Moon Trek 2.
Scandal on a Moon Trek 3. Hijacked on a Moon Trek 4.
Framed on a Moon Trek Is it a cozy mystery set in
space, or an outer space with a cozy mystery? You
decide! "I loved how Vallere combined science fiction,
mystery, drama, and humor making this book very
enjoyable and hard to put down." – Reader “I can't
recommend this book enough to readers of any age or
sex. It is a murder mystery. It is a spy story. It is a
futuristic science fiction story. It is pure genius and
entertaining from start to finish.” - Reader CHAPTER
ONE EXCERPT: When Moon Unit 5 kicked off its
inaugural trip from my home planet of Plunia, I expected
the uniform closet to be stuffed to capacity. I just hadn’t
expected it to be stuffed with a body. But here we were,
light years from the space station where we’d departed,
and instead of a closet of freshly laundered uniforms, I
had a dead man. No matter how thoroughly I'd planned
for today, I never could have planned for this. Maybe he
wasn’t dead. Maybe he was tired. Maybe he’d had a late
night partying before today’s departure and crawled into
my uniform closet to take a nap. As unlikely as that
explanation was, I wasn’t yet willing to accept the more
probable reality. I knelt next to him and checked for a
pulse on the side of his neck. His skin was cold to the
touch, which was either due to his not-alive state or the
twenty-degree difference between earthling
temperatures (his) and Plunian temperatures (mine). In

this case, it was both. No pulse, no breathing. A Code
Blue. Moon Unit Corporation ran a fleet of cruise
spaceships whose mission was to provide relaxing
getaways to one of our galaxy’s moons. Ever since I’d
learned they were reopening after years of inactivity, I’d
fantasized about working for them. The fact that I’d
hacked my records into their system was a minor
technicality. My job was to manage the uniforms during
the moon trek, and as long as I did my job and avoided
ship security, my fantasy would become a reality. But
this was bigger than managing uniforms. Regardless of
the risks to me, I had to contact the bridge. I could send
a general message over the staff communication
network. I stepped away from the pile of spilled uniforms
and shifted to the computer that sat above the console in
the middle of the room. It was standard issue, a flat black
folio with colorful buttons and a low-definition screen.
Only the top members of the ship and paying passengers
were given high-def equipment. For the rest of us, it was
the bare minimum, Moon Unit Corporation’s way of
making sure distractions didn’t surround us. To the right
side of the computer was a clear plastic dome that
protected a shiny red button that, despite learning about
during emergency protocol training, I’d hoped never to
have to use. This was a button message. I flipped the
dome up and pressed the button. “Uniform Ward to the
bridge. Lieutenant Sylvia Stryker reporting. There’s a
situation in my ward.” “What kind of situation?” asked a
female voice. It sounded like my immediate supervisor,
Yeoman D’Nar. There was no official reason for her to
be on the bridge during departure, but senior officers of
the ship were given an open invitation to witness the
launch with Captain Swift. D’Nar was exactly the type to
insert herself where she wasn’t wanted. “I’m pretty
sure it’s a Code Blue.” Pretty sure? I was completely
sure. There was no doubt I was looking at a Code Blue.
“Don’t be reckless. A Code Blue is serious. I think you
made a mistake.” I bristled at her accusation but kept my
voice in check. “It’s not a mistake. I memorized the
codes last night.” “I don’t think you have a Code Blue.
Check the BOP and report in as applicable.” The
BOP—Book of Protocols—was a 237-page manual that
outlined the proper method for handling everything from
hydrating vacuum-packed meals to subordination
expectations between low-level officers and high-ranking
ones. Every ship in the galaxy had a BOP. Crew
members were expected to know the rules and
regulations of the ship, but the BOP existed as a backup
when something unexpected happened. I picked up a
small hand mirror from the nearby uniform alterations
station and held it in front of the officer’s mouth. No
condensation. Code Blue, alright. I hadn’t been lying
about having memorized the list of codes from the BOP.
I’d bought a used copy of an old Book of Protocols from
the black market and studied it from cover to cover. No
doubt it was outdated. The Moon Units 1-3 had had their
share of trouble, and the problems with the Moon Unit 4
were still classified, but I had to start somewhere. I
flipped through the pages of the Moon Unit 5 BOP,
looking for an updated list of warning codes. Because my
knowledge had come from the old BOP, I’d created a
finding tool: a cross-reference of everything in the old
manual and where to find it in the new one. I’d also had a
copy of the BOP made and organized it the way I would if
I were in charge of ship security. Someday, I would be.
When people stopped judging me by what my dad had
done before they arrested him and took him away. But
today wasn’t someday, and even though the bridge blew
off my call, I still had a problem that had nothing to do
with uniform management. I studied the deceased officer.
Who was he? A quick assessment of his uniform
indicated his position and rank: red shirt, two bands
circling his cuff, standard issue black pants, and gravity
boots. Second navigation officer of Moon Unit 5. There
were no visible wounds to indicate how he’d died. He
wasn’t wearing an air purification helmet like I was, so I
disconnected my inhalation tube from the oxygen tank
under my uniform, held the tube in front of his mouth,
and sniffed. Cherries and menthol. I reconnected the tube
and then put my hand under his chin and opened his
mouth wide. His tongue had a stripe of bright red down
the middle like he’d been sucking on a throat lozenge. It
was common practice among crew members during
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takeoff because frequent swallowing kept ears from
plugging up. “What are you doing?” said a voice behind
me. I turned my head and bumped my protective
fiberglass bubble helmet on the closet door. My helmet
bounced off the surface. I blinked a few times and then
looked up. Uh-oh. Even if I’d been face to face with the
man in the uniform ward, he would have towered over
me. He had a bald head and dark, pointed eyebrows that
shielded dark eyes. Long, straight nose and lips that
were drawn in a line and turned down on the sides. His
arms crossed in front of his body, and his biceps bulged
below the hem of the short sleeves of his dark blue
jumpsuit. My mind flashed over a series of facts and
images I’d memorized before my official first day, and I
reached one conclusion. This man was from the
maintenance crew. My know-it-all boss must have told
him I called in the wrong code and sent him here to clean
up whatever mess I’d caused. “I’m Sylvia Stryker. I
spoke with Yeoman D’Nar about a Code Blue. Did she
send you?” He looked over my shoulder at the body.
“Move,” he said. I stood quickly. The action triggered a
bout of vertigo. I put my hand on my counter just behind
where I’d left the open Book of Protocols. Yikes! If this
guy saw that I’d torn apart and rearranged the protocol
manual, he’d report me to ship security without a second
thought. I moved a few inches to the left and turned
around to block his view of the counter. “They must
have notified you. You’re with maintenance, right?” His
expression didn’t change. “I haven’t heard anything
about a Code Blue.” “Oh.” I looked over my shoulder to
where I’d moved the body. “Maybe the bridge was busy
with takeoff.” Unlike my uniform, the muscular man’s
didn’t have the Moon Unit insignia—a silver number 5
surrounded by circles on their axis like the rings around
Saturn, all contained in an orange patch edged in black
thread. It was the same insignia on my ID card and
woven into the carpet in the employee lounge and on the
cover of the BOP and every single uniform in the
inventory closet. But it wasn’t on him. Still, the deceased
officer deserved to be in a more honorable location than
the inventory closet and I needed help moving him. But
since there was the tiniest chance that ship security
would uncover the fact that I hadn’t indeed been hired
through proper channels and might be viewed as a
stowaway on board the ship, I’d planned to lay low until
we’d cleared the breakaway point in our moon trek.
Maybe Yeoman D’Nar’s lack of urgency was a blessing
in disguise. “He’s dead,” I said. “How?” “I don’t know.
He was inside the uniform closet when I got here. I
checked for a pulse but couldn’t find it.” “You need to
notify the bridge.” “Well, duh,” I said. “I probably know
the ship protocols better than you do. I contacted the
bridge and told Yeoman D’Nar I had a Code Blue, but she
didn’t believe me.” I looked at the body over the large
man’s shoulder. “Can you help me move him? I have to
prep for departure, and I can’t do that while he’s
blocking my inventory.” The man’s back was to me, but
he turned his head to the side so I could see his profile.
His eyebrow raised again. He slipped his arms under the
officer’s neck and knees and then stood up and lifted him
like he was lifting a bag of potatoes. Plunia was filled
with potato farms, and when I wasn’t working in the ice
mines with my mom, I’d often played in the potato fields.
I was pretty sure Plunian potatoes weighed a lot less
than the second nav officer. The maintenance man set
the body on the reclining bench alongside the inside wall
of the uniform ward. He draped a dressing gown over
him, covering his face and red shirt. The dressing gown
was only so long, though, so the officer’s bottom half
still showed. “Your ward is off limits,” the maintenance
man said. “No!” I said. “I mean, this is my job on the
ship. I expect today to be slow because everybody is
probably wearing their best uniform, but still, if I don’t
open the uniform ward, the crew will ask questions.” “Do
you have something to hide?” he asked. I crossed my
arms over my magenta uniform. “You ask a lot of
questions for a janitor.” He seemed surprised, and then
his lips pressed together, and the corners of his mouth
turned up. “Why do you think I’m the janitor?” “I don’t
recognize your uniform, and I know all the different ones
on the ship. The only people on the ship wearing
uniforms that don’t come from my ward are the janitorial
crew.” The cabin doors swished open and a man in gray
walked in. “Neptune, Captain Swift is waiting for you in
engineering. He says the crack isn’t sealed.” “Neptune?”
I asked. I looked back and forth between the new guy
and the one who’d been asking all the questions. “I
thought Neptune was the head of Moon Unit security
division?” “I am,” the original man said. Oh, no. I’d heard
about Neptune. He was the one person I’d been hoping
to avoid. “Although Sci-fi isn't generally my choice of
reads, I gave it a try simply because the author was
Diane Vallere….I'm so glad I did….Just as you would
expect, this is a totally FUN murder mystery that doesn't
disappoint!” – Reader Keywords: outer space cozy
mystery, humorous science fiction, unique cozy
mysteries, cozy mystery, cozy mysteries, thriller,

mystery, mystery series, alien, interstellar stories, outer
space fiction, funny adventures, feisty female characters,
fashionable mysteries, quirky characters, amateur sleuth,
amateur detective, female sleuth, women detective, alien
detective, mystery with humor, humorous mystery,
mashups, science fiction mystery , crime, crime fiction,
scifi, humorous scifi, humorous adventure, space
adventure, space adventure with mystery, fantasy,
paranormal, space adventure with romance, alien fiction,
intergalactic, colonization, first contact, aliens, funny
science fiction, cruise ship mystery, space travel cozy
mystery, adventure, moon, moon mission, space
academy, space academy dropout, space opera, amateur
sleuth, main suspect, space cozy, unique cozy mystery,
STEM, science, math, space trek, uniforms, space
adventure, explore the galaxy, intergalactic, alien
contact, alien adventure, strange new worlds, Ganymede
adventure, free, free first in series, FFIS, free cozy
mystery, free science fiction, free mashup, free space
adventure, free scifi, alien main character, space
academy dropout, clean, star trek, gerry anderson, ufo
Join Diane's newsletter THE WEEKLY DIVA and never
miss a new release! Sign up here:
https://www.dianevallere.com/weekly-diva National
bestselling author Diane Vallere writes funny and
fashionable character-based mysteries. After two
decades working for a top luxury retailer, she traded
fashion accessories for accessories to murder. A past
president of Sisters in Crime, Diane started her own
detective agency at age ten and has maintained a passion
for shoes, clues, and clothes ever since. Diane-Fans
describe “her vintage Vallere goodness,” and say she is
a “great storyteller” with “a way with creating strong
female characters and intrigue” who is “a superb and
very humorous writer.” Her gift of creating “spunky
sleuths in fun settings” take readers to Dallas, Palm
Springs, Los Angeles, Pennsylvania, and outer space.
Drop in on Diane! Website: www.dianevallere.com
Facebook: www.Facebook.com/dianevallereauthor
Instagram: www.instagram.com/dianevallere
ADDITIONAL BOOKS BY DIANE: Samantha Kidd
Mysteries (funny, fashion-y mysteries with many
mentions of pretzels) Designer Dirty Laundry Buyer,
Beware The Brim Reaper Some Like It Haute Grand
Theft Retro Pearls Gone Wild Cement Stilettos Panty
Raid Union Jacked Slay Ride Tough Luxe Fahrenheit 501
Stark Raving Mod Gilt Trip Madison Night Mad for Mod
Mysteries (cozy/traditional mysteries winking at Doris
Day movies) Midnight Ice (Prequel) Pillow Stalk That
Touch of Ink With Vics you get Eggroll The Decorator
Who Knew Too Much The Pajama Frame Lover Come
Hack Apprehend Me No Flowers Teacher's Threat The
Kill of it All Love Me or Grieve Me Please Don't Push Up
the Daisies Material Witness Mysteries (cozy) Suede to
Rest Crushed Velvet Silk Stalkings Tulle Death Do Us
Part Costume Shop Mysteries (cozy) A Disguise to Die
For Masking for Trouble Dressed to Confess
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office Lulu.com
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world. Whether
it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
digital technology, information on the newest cars or the
latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Educational Screen & Audio-visual Guide Lulu.com
Includes 151 historic NASA pictures, including photographs
of the Apollo flights, rockets, astronauts, planets, moons,
stars, galaxies, nebulas, and deep space as captured by the
Hubble Space Telescope.

CompTIA A+ Complete Deluxe Study Guide
Recommended Courseware Gatekeeper Press
Score these humorous mystery series starters by
national bestselling author Diane Vallere in one
bingeable collection! FOUR SCORE Starter Bundle
includes: DESIGNER DIRTY LAUNDRY, Samantha
Kidd Mystery #1: Ready to redesign her life, style
expert Samantha Kidd accepts a job in her
Pennsylvania hometown as a trend specialist. But
her first day goes completely A-line when she
stumbles across her legendary boss dead in the
elevator. And after the body disappears, she can't
help but pull on the mystery's thread and unravel an
entire wardrobe of suspects. Can Samantha put a
killer in the spotlight before she's sewn up for a
crime she didn't commit? MIDNIGHT ICE, Madison
Night Mystery #0 (prequel): When Doris Day-loving
decorator Madison Night crosses the country to
distance herself from a breakup, she learns it’s
harder to escape her past than she thought. The man
who broke her heart turns up in the unlikeliest place
-- the hotel lobby. His presence is unnerving;
winning her back does not seem to be on his agenda.
Can Madison keep her cool while spying on her ex,
or will her curiosity put her on ice? FLY ME TO

THE MOON, Sylvia Stryker Mystery #1: Sylvia
Stryker used to help run her parents' dry ice farm,
until her dad's arrest nearly left them bankrupt. But
after finagling a job on board an outer space cruise
ship, she's ready to explore all that outer space has
to offer. With a private room in the staff quarters,
her robot cat by her side, and the responsibilities of
uniform management, Sylvia is thrilled to return to
work--until she discovers the second navigation
officer dead in the inventory closet. Can Sylvia
expose a killer while keeping her presence under
wraps? TAILS FROM THE DEEP, Mermaid Sister
Mystery #1: Zoe wasn’t looking for trouble. As the
middle daughter in a family of three mermaid sisters,
she never gets the attention she deserves. She
spends her days frolicking with sea creatures by the
sunken battleship that sits at the edge of Sirenia, and
her nights being lectured about danger. But when she
finds a diver trapped in the kelp by the wreckage,
she overcomes her shock to free him. The problem?
The only available tool to cut him loose is in the
body that on the ocean floor beside him. Zoe is used
to being invisible around the other mermaids, but will
digging for clues in the ocean floor lead to her
watery grave? Get out your sleuthing gear and
discover your new favorite amateur sleuth. (or fall in
love with all four. Score!)
Laws of the State of New York Polyester Press
English abstracts from Kholodil'naia tekhnika.

Cruising World Rowman & Littlefield
Popular Science gives our readers the information
and tools to improve their technology and their
world. The core belief that Popular Science and our
readers share: The future is going to be better, and
science and technology are the driving forces that
will help make it better.
Guide to Personal Finance Courier Corporation
Unlike their American colleagues, British suppliers were
extremely slow to release their country's superb libraries of
classic films for movie fans to purchase on either VHS tapes
or DVD discs. In 2004, little over 100 titles were available.
But now there are around 700, with promises of many more
to come. This book details some of the best. Over 400
movies in all are described in either minute detail or in
summary form! The quality (or lack of quality) in the DVD
transfer is fearlessly indicated. The author's emphasis is on
movies made before 1970, especially those with popular
stars such as Glynis Johns, Gracie Fields, George Formby,
Margaret Lockwood, Arthur Askey, Anna Neagle, James
Mason, Patricia Roc, Stewart Granger, Vivien Leigh,
Laurence Olivier, Will Hay, Tommy Trinder, Alec Guinness,
Michael Wilding, Peter Finch, Christopher Lee, Peter Sellers,
David Niven, Kenneth More, Kay Kendall, John Gregson, etc.
Auxiliary Manual John Wiley & Sons
Everything you need to prepare for the CompTIA A+ exams
CompTIA A+ is the most sought-after certification for PC
technicians. This guide covers every aspect of the required
exams 220-801 and 220-802. Fully updated to cover the
latest best practices, current software and hardware, and
mobile OSes, this Deluxe guide also includes an exclusive
bonus CD featuring additional practice exams, flashcards,
instructional videos, and the entire e-book in ePDF, eMobi,
and ePub versions. Includes a coupon for 10% Off CompTIA
Certification Exams Fully updated to cover the latest exams
and exam objectives Covers personal computer components,
laptops and portable devices, operating systems, printers and
scanners, networks, security, safety and environmental
issues, communication, and professionalism Bonus CD
features the Sybex Test Engine with additional practice
exams, twice the electronic flashcards as the Standard
edition, and eMobi, ePub, and ePDF versions of the book
CompTIA A+ Complete Deluxe Study Guide, 2nd Edition is a
complete test-prep guide that will help you pass the A+
exam with confidence.
America's Best, Britain's Finest
Have you ever thrown caution to the wind and done
something out of the ordinary—something to break up the
monotonous and the mundane? And if so, was this choice you
made so outlandish and irresponsible, were there times you
felt your life was perilously hanging in the balance? Well,
that’s exactly what twenty-three year old, scatterbrain
extraordinaire, Cassy Carter did. In fact, that’s how this
whole nightmare of an adventure begins: Hitchhiking on a
dare! On a roadside nearing the hour of dusk, a young woman
thumbing it for kicks and giggles, and maybe a bit more. For
what happens next in these lush foothills and mountains
dusted with snow, is the making of things unexpected. Things
involving hellish demons, a killer copter, and a bloodthirsty
drug baron. And if that doesn’t sound like enough of a risk,
how about falling for the man responsible for all this
craziness? Meet Jack Reynolds, an unorthodox character if
there ever was one, a manly man who lives in a treehouse
and eats whatever can be snared with a fishing rod or a
crossbow. For Cassy soon becomes one of the snared, often
wondering if she was pegged to be more than a lover—like the
possible fixings for a scrumptious meal. Following a mad
chase along the primitive logging trails, an accident finds the
two of them at the mercy of drug-running thugs in dire want
of a payday. And when it becomes apparent that Jack cannot
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fulfil this request, the young heroine turns into the only prize
left in this deadly game of cat and mouse. For as with most
people, love can play tricks and cloud judgements. With
Cassy, this lingering struggle is no different. At times these
feelings gave her unbound strength; when in other moments,
they seemed to render her with obvious paralysis. But the
question remains...would this emotion prove to be her
downfall, or the precise ingredient required to make it out
alive?
Popular Science
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers
to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical
DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

Popular Science
The author describes his journey to Vietnam with
his war veteran father, offering a glimpse of a land
that had shaped both of their lives while reflecting
on his father's war experience and the war's
continuing political, cultural, and personal influence.
Airman's Guide
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world. Whether
it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
digital technology, information on the newest cars or the
latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

Popular Mechanics
Just like you, Goldmine is passionate about vinyl. It
rocks our world. So trust us when we say that the
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide is a vinyl
collector's best friend. Inside these pages you'll find
the latest pricing and identification information for
rock, pop, alternative, jazz and country albums
valued at $10 or more. And that's just for starters.
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide features: •
Updated prices for more than 100,000 American
vinyl LPs released since 1948. • A detailed
explanation of the Goldmine Grading Guide, the
industry standard. • Tips to help you accurately
grade and value your records--including promo
pressings. • An easy-to-use, well-organized format.
Whether you're new to the scene or a veteran
collector, Goldmine Record Album Price Guide is
here to help!
Cassy’s Plight
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers
to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical
DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

AV Guide
tl;dr: A penniless young immigrant turned out to be
an explosives expert and was involved in foreign
espionage in his late life. Summary: This novel
encompasses the lucky life of a penniless young
American-Chinese who almost fulfilled his American
dream but failed it at old age because of a naive
notion of compassion. Walt Loong was born in 1920
in rural southern China. He moved with his family to
the big city of Guangzhou (Canton) and grew up
there. He was kidnaped by gangsters while looking
for a summer job during his high school summer
recess. He was then sold to a slave-labor
firecracker factory in Kowloon, north of Hong Kong.
He met a slave girl, Monica Mei, at the firecracker
factory. Monica Mei turned out to be the daughter of
General Mei who had set up a military network in
search of his daughter. Thus, Monica Mei became a
hot potato for the slave owner. After hearing the
rumor that the slave owner planned to eliminate the
Mei girl, Walt helped her escape the slave factory at
night. They caught a train to return to Guangzhou. In
gratitude, General Mei let Walt Loong and Monica
Mei be engaged to be married and arranged for them
to escort his wife and two younger children to come
to the United States to avoid the imminent Japanese
southern offensive attack of Guangzhou. So, Walt
Loong and the Mei family settled in Chinatown in
San Francisco to begin their new life. Walt worked
and supported himself through schools. His college
education was interrupted by the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor in 1941. He served as a U.S. Army
OSS intelligence agent in China during WWII and
returned to school when the war ended. After
graduation from college, Walt and Monica got
married after ten years of engagement. They moved
to Alexandria, Virginia where Walt worked for an
explosives company. Thus, Walt and Monica joined
the American middle class with a house, car, kids,
friends and relatives. In time, Walt became a
prominent expert in military and commercial
explosives, especially the top secret C-4 military

explosives. His expertise involuntarily attracted
international espionage. The first case involved a
former company colleague who worked for a foreign
company. The second case involved a female
houseguest from China. She was arrested by the FBI
in an entrapment scheme and deported with hefty
punitive payments from her intelligence agency. In
retirement, Monica suffered from lung cancer and
died unexpectedly after a single chemotherapy
treatment. Walt moved to a retirement home in
Rockville, Maryland. He grew regretful about
entrapping the Chinese houseguest spy and traveled
to Beijing, China with the naive notion of helping the
Chinese spy in case she was disgraced and
penalized. When he attempted to find her at her
intelligence agency, he was brutally beaten by the
agency guards and taken by police to Foreigners
Retention Center for investigation. Walt wrote his
life story in a 9x7 room at the retention center. He
lamented that he had lost his Americana dream.
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